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The U.S. Navy has used an officer appraisal and selection
system of some sort as a personnel management tool since the
early 1800* s. The first formal officer appraisal in the U.S.
Navy was recorded in 1818. Since 1318 significant changes
have taken place in the Navy which could have a bearing upon
the effectiveness of the appraisal and selection system in use
in the Navy today.
Principal among the changes have been an advance in
technology, the change from a "national" to an "international"
Navy, the country has developed to a high level of economic
and intellectual capability engaged in a major leadership
role in world affairs, and a significant increase in the body
of knowledge relating to human behavior, appraisal and selection
techniques has transpired.
Additionally, the Navy has developed into "big business"
—
comprising some 670,000 officers and men— spending approximately
$15 billion dollars annually.
The mission of the United States Navy is to project sea-
power as required b$i national policy to support the nation's
national purpose and interest. The responsibility inherent
in the Navy's mission would appear to make it mandatory that
effective management procedures be employed in the Navy and
that such procedures be improved as the dynamics of the time
ii

allow. The naval officer appraisal and selection system is one
of the basic management procedures in use in today* s Navy. The
system has "grown up" over a long period of time.
The foregoing changes and facts appear to suggest the need
to analyze the naval officer appraisal and selection system.
Thus the purpose of this paper is to take a "critical look" at
the system—form its inception to the present time. This
examination should provide the means to make "value judgment"
as to the effectiveness of the syste:•.
To <?ather material for analysis of the officer appraisal
and selection system this writer examined the instructions and
regulations of the Navy Department which related to the system,
interviewed civilian a.nd military personnel in the Bureau of
Naval Personnel who are assigned various responsibilities in
connection with the administration of the system, made a
statistical sampling of naval officer opinion as to the ef-
fectiveness of the system, and read several books and articles
in the field of appraisal.
The redding s in the field of appraisal produced two
fundament allj'- conflicting points of view as to the need of an
appraisal system. One viewpoint established by writers in the
field is that a formal personnel appraisal and selection system
is needed in any enterprise to assure selection and promotion
of those best qualified for jobs of increasing responsibility.
Opposed to the point of view are those writers who maintain
that an appraisal and selection system is unnecessary in today's
environment. This fundamental issue is examined as it might
iii

apply to the Navy.
Chapter I--The development of the U.S. Navy is outlined.
This chapter relates the purpose of the navy to the national
purpose, and shows the influencing factors which bear upon the
need and purpose of an officer ar>praisal and selection system
in the Navy.
Chapter II--In this chapfier the conflicting issue as to
whether or not an appraisal and selection system is necessary
is examined. The various ourposes or uses which the Davy's
officer aooraisal and selection system must serve are outlined,
examined, and shown to influence the nature of the jsystem and
the procedures which csa\ be effectively employed in the system.
The scope of the appraisal problem is examined in some detail.
It is shovm that the scope of the problem acts as a constraint
upon the system.
Finally, the criteria and elements considered essential
in an effective appraisal system are discussed. These criteria
and elements provide the basis for evaluation of the effective-
ness of the Davy's current officer appraisal and selection
process.
Chapter III--This chapter orovides an analysis of the
Navy*s officer aporaisal and selection system. The historical
development of the system is traced in the first part of this
chapter. The fitness report form, the primary appraisal device
in current use, is examined as it evolved from 1318 to the
present time, 1965.
The concluding section of the chapter is devoted to an
iv

examination of the appraisal and selection system using the
criteria and elements of an effective system outlined in
chapter II as a "guideline".
Chapter IV--This chapter compares the officer appraisal
reports currently in use in the U.S. Navy and U.S. Army.
Chapter V--This chapter provides an analysis of an opinion
survey. The survey was made by means of a written questionaire
which was mailed to a sample group of active duty naval officers.
The purpose of the survey was to determine the effectiveness
of the officer appraisal system as perceived by those most
affected by the system--the naval officer.
Chapter VI --The condluding chapter summarizes the major
points discussed in the thesis and arrives at several conclusions,
including weaknessess in the system which were revealed by the
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,
ilations and Instructions for the Naval Service, published
in IE. 5 contains the earliest reference to appraisal reports
ie on officers in the U.S. Navy. Article 19 of the Rules
. that Con ding Officers, upon paying off the crew,.
art to the Secretary of the Navy and the Eoard of
Co.. the following: "...the character of each officer
._- him, particularly as to his sobriety, diligence,
act y and abilities. "1
. ... the time of this first reference to officer
apj al, the U.S. Navy has maintained a formal, written
appraisal record on each officer. The form which has bee
has ccr.i^ to be known simply as the "Fitness Report*'.
:gulation Circular Number 86 of 10 Septmeber 1891 was the
EEr^j regulation to promulgate printed forms with Emailed
instructions for completion of them. The form thus issued
was Report on the Fitness of Officers".
U.S. Navy, History of the Officer Fitness Report,
xch .jport 56-2, NA.VPERS 18494, 1956, p. 2.

2•>raiscu. Forra Civ ,. rom the inception of the syctcm
to
. sent date, the appraisal forms have been rcvi.
ix A . ; chronological listing of
the f: : s roporas which have be i use cimce the beginni
~vy l s of : appr. 1 system. The listing indue
ice of eaeh form, the applicable regulation
gov id the classification of the officer(s) for
3rt was used as an appraisal report. From study of
the 1: it will be -noted that initially a separate and
distinct >rt was us^d for Commanding Officers, Line Officers
Chan commanding, and Staff Officers. This procedure h
changed consic >ly through the years, and at the present
le C 1965 .) two sej : art forms are in use--one for
officers (; rdless of duty or specialty) of the rani; of Captaia
and bel d one for officers of Flag rank.2
- initial appraisal form required commanding office:
to rate ..our factors--sobriety, diligence, activity, and
s. App lix 3 contains a classification and tabulation
cf factors rated since the establishment of the officer fitness
era system. From an analysis of fae data contained in
: B it V7iii be noted that personal traits and character-
istics have occured in the greatest number and with the greats
fre -y.
on to the eighty factors measured, a forced-ratii
j of N 1 Personnel Forms 310W and 31UA. Hereafter
ref
. to as NAVPERS Forms 310W and 310A.
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7Following the Revolutionary War, complete naval disarmament
was achieved by 1785. On 27 March 1794 Congress passed an
act authorizing the founding of the present day navy.
It was not until 1797 that America again acquired naval
ships. Ships were procured in that year to counter the piracy
of the Barbary Powers—then freely capturing American vessels
of commerce which were operating in the Mediterranean sea.
The following year Congress authorized the President to build,
purchase, or hire 12 vessels not to exceed 22 guns, and created
the Department of the Navy. 8 This action marked the beginning
of the present United States Navy.
The purpose of the navy during these early years was
consistent with the national purpose--security of the country
and protection of its resources. Little interest was shown
for "international affairs". The navy of that time was small,
yet it was during that stage that the first appearance to
formal naval officer appraisal was seen. By 1865 the first
fitness report forms were indicated in Navy Regulations.
Article 296 of the regulations indicated that three froms were
to be used--Forms 25, 26 and 27 (see appendix C for a re-
production of these forms.) A later examination of the factors
rated in these early reports will provide an insight into the
primary functions and responsibilities envisioned for the naval
officer of that time.
Second Stage-.-The second stage of development extends
8 Ibid, p. 394

8:om about 1890 to 1945. This time period is one in which the
United States began to play a role as a world power--progrcssing
hesitatingly toward understanding its position in the world.
Great strides were made in building up a strong resource and
industrial base. Thus two major influences were exerted upon
the navy--techno logical developments and the initial ventures
of the country into the international arena. Recognition of
these impacts upon the navy had already been recognized by
the Secretary of the Navy who sent a letter to the Chairman,
Committee on Naval Affairs on 11 February 1885. This letter
contained the proposal for establishment of the United States
Naval War College, and cited as a need for establishment of
such a college the following:
The constant changes in the art of warfare imposed by
the introduction of armored ships, swift cruisers,
rams , sea-going torpedo boats and highpower guns, to-
gether with the more rigid methods of treating the
various subjects belonging to naval science render
imperative the establishment of a school where our
officers may be enabled to...
9
In the scant years since the Secretary's letter several
developments have had a pronounced influence upon the com-
plexion and scope of naval operations—and thus upon the
functions of the naval officer.
Technical developments such as the introduction of the
^_rst modern battleship (1890), the first submarine (1900),
aircraft as an element of naval power (1911), and nuclear
"Congressional Record, 48th Congress, 2d. Session
11 February 1885.

9ons (1945) exerted an influence upon the Navy's functions.
These technical developments, therefore, made necessary an
addition to the naval officer's duties--they required increased
skills and knowledge.
During this time period the Navy engaged in two major
wars. This brought about the need to expand the size of the
Navy considerably. By the beginning of World War I in 1917,
the U.S. Navy had a strength of 4,376 officers and 69,680 men.
During that war the navy expanded, and by November 11, 1918
contained 34,292 officers and 503,742 men. In 1940 just prior
to World War II the navy was manning 1,899 ships with a total
of 203,127 officers and men. World War II saw America with
the mightiest fleet ever to sail the seas, by 1945 the navy
consisted of 67,952 ships and 4,031,097 officers and man.-^
These wars and the expansion of the navy influenced the
naval officer in several ways. Officers were required to
manage an organization composed of large numbers of men. The
navy employed large amounts of materials at a significant
expenditure of public funds. World War II demonstrated the
- _
ror complex joint and allied military actions—this gave
rise to a permanent U.S. Chiefs of Staff organization. This
joint nature of modern military warfare levied a requirement
upon the navy that it's officers be skilled in joint and com-
-_r.3d staff duties.
figures, dates and events in this section are taken




major influencing forces of this time period indica
.t an effective officer appraisal and selection system would
be that would enable naval management to identify officers
possessed with technical, human relations, management (material,
nancial, and organizational), professional and staff abilities
id knowledge.
The Final Stage—The final stage begins following the close
of World War II in 1945. It is characterized by Reitzel, Kaplan,
and Cobenz as follows: "The final and unfinished stage is that
which the United States is acting as a major world power
whose decisions fundamentally affect the whole structure of
contemporary international relations" .
H
This period has perhaps exerted the most profound influence
upon naval organization. A major reorganization of the military
departments took place in 1947. The National Security Act of
1947 reorganized the separate departments of the army and navy
into units of a single Department of Defense. It also created
the Department of the Air Force. The Reorganization Act of
1958 created the Unified Commands--commands consisting of army,
navy, and air force components operating directly under the Joint
Chiefs of Staffs. This made permanent the need for officers
^hly skilled in performance in joint staff duties.
Secondly, during this period the United States entered
into a network of mutual security alliances. In 1949 the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was created in which the




U.S. all with fourteen nations in a mutual security alliance.
1954 the United States had become allied with over forty
nations in various security alliances. These included alliances
with twenty American nations in the Organization of American
States; ^rs in two multilateral arrangements in the Pacific,
id bilateral treaties with Japan, the Philippines, and the
abiic of China. 12
This gave rise to a new and profound aspect of the navy's
2 and mission. These treaty arrangements created the need
for combii ival operations of the participant nations. In
the case of NATO an entire allied command structure was created.
_fic counterpart of NATO, the Southeast Asia Collective
L-Jense Treaty (The Manila Pact), aligns the United States with
seven countries in a mutual security pact. The Military
Advisers Group of the Southeast Asia Organization is composed
of a high ranking officer from each member nation. The United
States representative is a naval officer, the Commander-in-Chief
,
Pacific. Additionally, each nation provides military planners
from all their military services. Each of the various security
alliances create the need for similar planning organizations.
Thus, the nation's mutual security policies have dictated the
for naval officers to be skilled and knowledgeable in
nning and conducting operations with members of many foreign
-ions. is new dimension in the naval officers duties requi:
^Security Organization and Alliance discussion taken in
ace from National and International Security Organization
U.S. Naval War College, Newport, R.I., 1962

12
an app -1 and selection system which can enable n ant
to id :y those officers who possess the necessary knowledge
and lis to best perform duties in this delicate and crucial
area.
Technology during this period continued to have its impact
s naval officer's qualifications. The first nuclear
-
red submarine, U.S.S. Nautilus, was commissioned on 30
..bar 1954 at a cost of $29,000,000. The first Guided Missle
Cruiser, U.S.S. Boston was commissioned 1 November 1955. By
of 1 961 Commander Allan B. Shepard, U.S. Navy was the first
- . n in space. Technology has brought improved and sophisti-
cated
- pons systerns--aiso complexity and high cost. Both of
foregoing problems add to the professional qualificatic
required of the naval officer of today's navy. Technology h.
lead to the need for "specialities" in the officer corps.
Table 1, page 13 graphically depicts the size and structure
of Che navy as it exists today.^ It will be noted that a
relatively stable structure and strength of forces now exists.
Of the 667,000 active duty military personnel shown as of 30
June 1964, 76,400 were officers.
Approxi , ly 52 percent of the officer strength comprise
_;tricted line, limited duty line, and warrant officer
categories. The nature of the specialty problem is illustrated
by the specialities and sub-specialities recently studied by
1 3U.S. Navy, Office of the Comptroller. Budget Digest ,
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the "Coombs Board", a study board headed by Rear Admiral
.'. Coombs, Jr., USN, Assistant Chief of Naval Operations
for Manpower. ,e board spent four months studying billet rc-
its in the naval officer corps. The board examined re-
quirements for billets in specialty areas and the size of each
specialty group; which billets should be filled by officers
having graduate level education, including doctorates, and, in
the case of unrestricted line billets, the number of officers
juired to fill these jobs, and which billets in sub-specialty
re required to be filled by people with bachelors'
or equivlent experience. The board considered nine
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s, December 30, 1964, p. 1
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/ comparison with the $100,000 voted for ships by Cdngi
in 1775, table 2, page 16, illustrates the current financial
of the navy. The table depicts the new obligations!




As the nation has grown from a small country primarily
id to a national interest which might be described
a concept of "fortress America" to a nation par- icipant in
Irs, so has the U.S. Navy grown in size and scope.
Trie navy as has been shown has grown frcm a simple sailing fleet
_d by an appropriation of $100,000 to a navy composed of
7,000 officers and men manning complex weapons systems and
ported by just under $15,000,000,000 in annual appropriations *
Boinci Ch this growth the officer corps has had imposed
- n it additional functions in many diverse specialized areas
of endeavor. The navy has become an "International Navy"
in a complex world. To assure that the officers best
d to man the navy have been selected and promoted to
higher rank and assigned to the responsible jobs, the navy has
- to the use of an officer appraisal system—the report
id in the system as has been shown to have been changed 50
-2 inception of the system. It would appear that th
s which have been discussed militate strongly for the n.
lor a critical examination of the officer performance evaluation
..--a system which has more or less "grown up" in the navy
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:a: U. vy, Office of the Comptroller.
•: Dirre st, fiscal Y—.r 1955, ... 1-1155, p. 34
"He . . artment of Defense e: res exclude [i Ltary
Assistance and Undistributed Proposed Legislation.
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(1) a tremendous growth in physical, technical, political,
and financial size and statue of the navy.
(2) a redefined national interest--from a "fortress
America" to a nation participant in world affairs.
Each of the foregoing factors certainly could have a
significant impact upon the purpose, scope, and attending
effectiveness of the officer evaluation system employed in the
navy today. In such an evaluation of the appraisal system the
following fundamental questions appear germane to the analysis:
(1) Is there a need for an appraisal system?
(2) What are the criteria for an effective system?
(3) What are the purposes that the system must serve?
(4) What is the scope of the appraisal problem?
(5) Does the system serve the purposes and scope; if
not, what changes are required?
A critical examaination of the foregoing questions will
provide means for evaluating the effectiveness of the current
appraisal system in use in the U.S. Navy. The examination of
the aforementioned issues in suceeding chapters will assist in
providing an answer to the question: "Does the officer personnel
appraisal system employed in the U.S. Navy provide effective means
of evaluating and selecting those officers best qualified to fill
billets of command responsibilities encompassing duties which
require management of men, money, and materials in both a national
and international 'technical navy 1 in support of the United States 1
national purpose and interest?"

18
Chapter II will examine the need for an appraisal system,
the criteria for an effective system, and the purpose and
scope of the appraisal system.

CHAPTER II
NEED, PURPOSE, SCOPS, AND CRITERIA
OF AN APPRAISAL SYSTEM
Need, Purpose, and Scope
.
The Need
. Is there a need for an officer appraisal system
in today's navy? The readings in the field of appraisal produce
two points of view as to the need for an appraisal system. Some
writers contend that a formal personnel appraisal system is
necessary in order to have an effective organization. In contrast
to the foregoing view, others maintain that an appraisal system
is not necessary in today's environment and further they contend
that man should not be placed in a position which requires him
to judge another person. They believe that it is neither ethical
nor can such value judgment be scientifically and accurately made.
An essential element to be considered in the resolution of
this fundamental issue is the point that all organizations exist
to achieve an objective and that procedures would, therefore, be
employed which will allow that organization to best achieve its
objective. To accomplish its mission the navy must identify those
officers who are best qualified to perform the mirad of duties
required of the naval officer's profession.
Charles A. Beard, however, explains the need for such value
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° Ir-
-
the Head, Fi ort Branch, Bur
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s-j officers for CG
for c l squadrons, :
lly H. Grccnborg c: :ds
.. of Progra : of the t - Stat
Civil Service Cc >ion, of t Seri
No. 2 pa - t titl rvisors sti - :; in
.th sys - sic selection plans indicate
re Che ^r of potential cc
3 _s about ten or - ie total si:
cr^ j 1,000 or more" .7
From ti ;oing it ap] : the scope of ppraisal
:ion problem in the navy si_^~ssts the need for
sal and selection system and also that th
of the v .sal d selection problem will act as a
practical cor.. sn the teria and procec




ria of cr\ . System--lt should be obvious, and
: it ma; .s, that an of r appraisal and selection
in the navy is no panacea. Such a pr^:
_cers if -here are none such . she office*
.1 and Sally H. Greenb lectii
rrs, U.S. Civil Service C sion Per .-1 Met]
ton, D.C. : Gover \t Printing Office, 1956,
*3/i

It cai oor re-
sponsibilities £.nc. inizat . tructure, or
I opportunities. It cannot provide
irform miracles in "operations' 5 , "build 1
:--ale' ! and attain "high reenlistment rates" if th
per. .1 are basically inadequate or if pay is low, its
in rati: rare, equipment is poor, and working condition
; and result in many months at sea away fro.. nd
nily. It cannot result in the full use of the offie Lents
ficers have to spend a major ion of pre-
;thy evaluation records an c.rts.
active if the evaluation reports, once produced, do not
to practical ea^y use for tl irposes int
>t be effective if it does not measure those characteristic
5 fairly and accurately which will ass. . .ion
of j3st qualified.
r that essential criteria of a. .ctive
.1 and select!.,-- system would include:




• The system cannot make quality where quali
is not exist. The first criteria thus becomes one o_ iring
salifications are possessed by the input of officer
into the system.
(b) At)Dr:.-'.-. I Techniques . An effective system must, to
I .i.mic, consider and use those appraisal techniques which
in best combination will assure the best possible app:. and
Jion means. This means that the system its ler
constant appraisal to assure incorporation of late.. : ui
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(c) Valid M . for a Id
ted to both tl
is: lee i--or future
,ce must provide for proper dozer. .jion
. :_es and perfor . of the gro p being
t be perceived by those cted by the pre,
"a fair j ant".
cticallty. The most elabors ippraisal ... iich
- would be useless if it cannot meet the test
|
pructic- y. To be effective „ny system must bo car which
incl. ocedures and appraj 1 forms which can be eas .
ad:- . with a reasonable expenditure of time. Lik e,
ast be in format suitable for use for which intended.
. must lend themselves to reduction to practic .
\
sted results suited for selection purposes.
__
-al System--"Elements of an appra:
is u~_d in this section as a term to include the i-
and methods employed in the appraisal and
action pre : of a formal appraisal and selection :em .
Any »m should be concerned with employins the be -
c jion of procedures and techniques as an intcgr:~i of
m. This section will list and discuss the various
techniques -.ad procedures which are considered pertinent to an
1 and selection system. The principal advantages and
ach procedure or technique will be considered.




It is considered . an effective
and ..on programs for ::.y positic Duld e
techniques or ::
(1 ) minimum - i, (2) visory Is,
(3) i (4) interviews.
m Ou. _nimum qualif
il and selection system fall into t,\-:o .... of cc -r-
tinimum qualifications which
l. by each individual in order co be considered f<
into th ,se--for
.ifications to enter into the naval officer corps. .y,
.en also come into pi
2lection to a higher position within the
it or officer corps hierarchy of the organization. The
:blishment c .nimum qualifications is the simpliest, and
if valid qualifications are established, the most t :tive
ans of insuring that the candidate poss at least the.
mi:.. qualificat sired. The serious shortcoming o
- of selection is that it is most
.id criteria
—
invalid criteri- might exclude automatically
potential candidates.
Is--Supervisory apprai vie with ti
al interview as the most widely used appraisal and selection
.... in use. This type appraisal technique involves two
is of qualification inquiry: The qualifications inve .on,




.ich the .rvisor r ds his evali
:hod i. princip 1 .sal cevic:, in
-lection S3 : in
the U.S. Navy--currently it manifests itself in the for:.
in _. j 10 and 11, Appendix C. It will be noted th.
for appraisal of flag officers uses t!
.t form, while the form u^ .S 31-OW) for evaluation
all c t officers uses a cc ation of narrative and check
:ors--factc. lich the rater simply evali : and
,s in an appropriate box.
3 appr .1 forms which have the principal emphasis upon
ff sys - s to su i evai-
ua\- results mainly by a clerical process of giving set weights
to 2'cor and calculating a total numerical score. Th
isal forms on the other hand must be evali
a c- >r ooard. The validity of the evaluation of the
narrative form is limited by the training and competence of :
board to ;e valid judg :s.
3 principal shortcomings of i/rrntive appraisal f<
are - the evaluators give as much credit to technical c<
as to supervisory qualifications, y give as much credit
to i .'idencc as to direct observation, and they give s
A fu ascription of the qualifications invest .. can
.
1.-. the Civil Service Commi. t's Handbook, X-110 and in
following article: Milton M. Mandell, "The Qualif icatioi
In. :ion" 5 ersonnel, Vol 28, (1952), pp. 387-390.

o2
. or usi .it to forceful
_
y--ev
:ouc \. ~>y the
i -jo r„cc Lly h
by comparison with the checkoff
jo con 5. For high level positions, h it's
li and GreenL Che following a.
Ad dii s of supervisor apprais s:
action .
an additional
by which 1 :: ote in tl
cess; l moti mployees to do a better
ir cur : (c) .11
:or evaluating person*
istics : .suit in ion
pplicant actually
fr - icial ..on of an interview or .n
:y inventor}'. Its di.
(a) :ers may be suspicious of it becat; oppor-
_.: g: -cr the sxercise of personal bi
. . .-11 on the part of those e - .ng
iven, and when a voucher is on tl
: thos cut the voucher.
9
Tests --Of all methods used : .lection
receive the most criticism. It is
itely necessary to bo highly dioer..-
..d valid te3ts to v s a part of a selection pr
ts are poorly prei red—others just do not measur
cest can inspire t: fc lty ,f --it c .1 too
iceived ao a finite, ob;
.
and ace .as
it. To overcome this major shortcoming of t






- one part of an
. a.
no opp _• the folic
:e:
(1) Writte co not mt srsonality ch
: .-- it is easy to fc : what is desired is to i
1 in order to select those who are possess... :h-
nical, judgmental, :. it, and I
(2) Written easts are not valid; that is, they do not
... id.
(3) Individuals do not sh their tr
•
10
Candidates say one thing in answering a test and do
. the itu .eion.H
>er use of written tests in an appraisal tion
. can officer a number of adve is. Principal adv as
1
nd Gre jert that this critic
:o be i : . tests, sue :c.
. : .on that it
rsons who go completely to pieces over a
ility .d for
posi [I ;, Op. Cit ., p. 15).
•] »
: in Milt 11,
. Supervisory tent Test",
?ril 1956), pp. 79-80, Mandell and Greenberg m
:ion: Th Jicaliy this i . occur;
- -ce it has been found tl lose who give th rrect
.lid test are si .cantly more likely tc
ui in :he .,:. . juation and to have desirable p
/l:ics. (1-. 11 and Greenberg, Op_i__Cit , p. 16).

of su s :
]
..... tests ce .
:.
(2) A : cand:
-.
. a gc svice to
rs of candi' :ing it possib it
:hods to those thus showing t a .
on the wr ts,
3Sts can improve morale, r .jyees
that their non selection wai
objective evidence er than someone's subjective opi.
ny types of tes sxist for use in . annel t.
considered as having possib Dtential for perso:
..election purposes are as follows; (1) G
sts, (2) Gen titud s, (3) Per
;, and (4) Achieve sts.
:s>--Many definitions of intelligence
- in the \ ritings in . ieid of testing.
ost useful definition defined as: ,! thc so
pt to i jions" . The foregoing c
;ht suggest that this type ability is subject to direct eval-
i .
,
;er, ability to learn and adapt to new situations can
,
intelligence tests are te_
i to M i ire the performance of tasks the successful

d to be
ice test would it prov:.
. . 3 to
' be c< n,
is
zil _--.. 3r, :erec
.up. The Army A eta tests ar Les o
gr^ >sts, :er
..on test~ • hi ice fre 05
to 1911.
-©suits of intelligei . litt!
i uses. -jults must, therefore, .
^uced to various d h i be used
cc: tive ana scores. The most commonly i
ce is the I ce Quotient (IQ).
•ado Tests -- : parallel inte!
rower in scope. Aptitude tesl sure t-
•3 potentialities in terms of s]
j'rem inheritai meral ex :: nee but
] 9
-The intelli :e test s .y from the fi
to be common to c
1 to t! .. t. Roughly, it
learned is indicative of hi
[.A. Greene, A.N. Jor; », and J.R. :,)




5 .o., 1959", p. 242.





:e tho . : -
jonal
:iety of tests.
(1) In - In\
those objects and activities from which - iividu
t, (2) Trait-Prof i! nt--The
:o questions are cor.v: and rat
- of s nt such traits as domin
j., and (3) Performance-(
:--' candidates responses on th arc u: :o
ire, in general, whether or is perso ility is .
rforme L on tl -b.
: be c
by bally trained f< s ...ch interpre .on. The ob-
>ver, is that :ential i to
Ls to a . : job.
: tesl id to i
lievement and also s.
- ssts cc it of a b :y of tests. Achieve
clonal k- -j technic.





- r it i-
navy loy a sys
. i
to : Le
Ling t ney, -
Si £ly will dc
sue: navy 5 . :ion c
: of our :u':ic^l in st. Thus,
provi
i of ^fiicers for an and <l lit to
isal and selection probi- .
m to i . for an appi .ch
wou combination of
ss, procedures, -
Lily, in toto, pre. Id
.
:' well j.cc„ ruling to the following effective:
.:
td ccc-
tern is to measure.
(2) .• •-- fficiency ie sy.
-.re co: Cly. Thus, i : appra:
shniqv : tently measur
rtion - reliability




:c.--\ : cor. .nent to t±
of the i. 1 for ( in t; hich I
.
(4) vity--tho sy. Lnimi:
lould be ._-. . _ - .11
E objective .ch the i
is for _:re pe be inf
(5) ty_--the system .
.cs of a _r.l nature. es,
al de st be ec
ition, a< .stration, end scor:
itive . its) •
(6j Ut -- jam must posj 2ss tl .e
definite i tions in which it is
ion of t!
it to dutieo of responsibility i
s, squadrons, ival stations; post-g/.
3St-pilot treinin^; allied staffs; contin
act
.. ; and au~ .tion into the c. r cor
ry.

iy in use, c . to the syi
U.S.
that C. XI will provide th
s of the system and for
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,
,cle 1? .ules,
for t 1818. Those re
:>rt hi f the of
. of 3c srs. Printed e*.
- d
.
le Go\ snt of the U.S. Navy
- _ . irst time in 1865. For sever.
Co t sgulations were issued I
Cir .ons i 'ee
ba used in reporting e fit- of officers.
70 el: ited ref ;_y;.:^ t >rt
Le regul£ tions of 1865.
to of f: on office: - Regu!
ir 1891. This regulatic
rts on all c -r: end * first r
:ed forms for





5 to 1965, . -
i in - .
in cc
par: z : 2tors rate I,
,
rating scales, and _
regoing .1 be Lyzed in
current re in concu
.._ po_ - a. The use a f t
ted t< : of the officer.,
d to recorc .of tfficers of flag rank,
.:S 31 C z\ to r
: of and b
ion has been used tc use cl
....- uc . the . 'che navy.
Initially, Re
.
>ns in 1865 indicat
to be used: (1) Form 25--1 to report on c rs
livisions, and afloat, (2) 1 ^5~-\i.
to report on 1: officers, and (3) i 27--
-
. .-tory of tl
rt, 1956 s1
,





, 2, and 3 r




a for s provided: (1) A--u
. „oat, ) Form B--i
-.. ficers,
nd, or g
Art 237, Navy Re
Jion C .9 August 139.
s for
i orm 3—for on a
3 (3) :. C--all officers
with the navy i il 19C
d to two. revision r ulted in o
officer., in com ..nd, both ad
>r c other officers.
..'.
. 3 for.
until 1- • 1912




Figures 4 and 5 and 6 for reproducti i
d B, 1891 and F G (1893).
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. 3 of two .: -
.
_. the se c
jty. - until the i. of
in ... .
;.-' This s: i, though re-
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on „hore duty, ai on sea duty,
Ly in us^ suggest the capability
:e 7, Appendi:: G for a reproduction of form*
-id II, App. _: C for repor rtion of
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sral areas--formal educational Level, physical quali-
ons, personal moral and conduct standards,
civilian input must meet the following require :
2 citizen nf the United States, (2) Baccalaureate
se from an accredited college or university, and (3) Physic
iuai_ tions, including age limitations. **
Inputs into the naval academy (including personnel from
listed ranks of the navy) and those enlisted personnel
its into other porgrams leading to a commission as an officer
.n tl vy, must meet similar minimum qualifications.
Lnimum qualifications are also used as a control device
entrance into specific programs within the naval officer
is structure. For example, Bureau of Naval Personnel
Instruction 1520. 85A sets the minimum qualifications for officer.:
r officer candidates to enter the training program leading to
.nation as a Naval Aviation Observer. Among other require-
ants, the instruction specif ies
:
"possess a bachelor's degree,
r equivalent, from an accredited college or university".
In ail cases candidates for a program leading to a commission
n the naval officer corps must receive favorable character
ndations from responsible individuals.
Thus, the selection system currently in use in the navy,
ploys a porgram of minimum qualifications as an essential £
**U.S. Navy, "OCS Campus to Quarterdeck" 9 Phamphelt issi
Officer Candidate Dchool, Newport, R.I. Washington, D.C:
rnment Printing Office, 1963, p. 24.
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c>ts --Several typos of tests are used in the naval off
nd selection system. Tests are used to deter .
1 eligibility for entrance into the officer corps and for
to various special programs within the officer corps
tructure. Tests have not, however, been used to determine
ion for promotion in rank within the navy.
rhaps logically the first test to consider is the "Of
qualification Test 11 . This test is administered to candidates
pplying for a commission or for a program of training lead:.
o a commission. The officer qualification test is a ninety-
Inuto general intelligence test which partially determines
.biiity. ^
A new test was added in January, 1965. Beginning :
iry 1555 a standardized Department of Defense test is
red to each entrant. This test is called the "Defens
.- Record Examination". It is a general mental aptitude
.e results of this test will be used to determine how
:._ssioned officers compare with college graduates as
.nd how officers who stay beyond obligated service com-
with those who don l t. Navy Times , in an article titled
-1"- :;..coming Officers Getting New DOD Test" stated that t
Its of the test will not, as the defense directive says,
d as a technique for the selection of officers".*-'
i2Letter from W.S. 3elvin, LTJG, USNR, Naval Recruiting
.cer, U.S. Navy Recruiting Station, 631 "E" St., N.W.
;ton, D.C., February 18, 1965.
~"
..nvy Times » February 24, 1965, p. 1.
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Tests are also used within the officer appraisal
flection cyste^ in the navy to screen officers for s
;s. Tor example, an achievement end aptitude test :
stablish basic entrance qualifications and cg'..
frto viation Electronics Officer's Course. This is a t
3nths course of instruction given at the Naval Air Technics
: Center, Memphis, Tennessee. Similar tests are al
. other selection areas, such as in selection for train
to qualification and designation as a Naval Aviation
rver. The Aviation Qualification Test (AQT) is administer
> candidates for the latter program. Bureau of Naval Pers^
action 1520. 85A specifies that a minimum score of thr
squired on the foregoing test in order for a cnadidate to be
iered eligible.
One of the major selection requirements within the naval
'ficer corps is the selection for promotion in rank. As will
i, it is necessary to select between 15,000 and 18,000
'ficers for promotion each year--the requirement that a forced
:ion must be applied to those eligible makes this selection
.tical one. This is a critical problem both from a
:ical es well as ethical viewpoint.
Tests have not been used in the navy as a technique for
:tion of officers for promotion. Prior to World War II,
\. enlevement tests) were used to establish basic technical
clonal qualifications after selection for promotion--
:j were therefore qualifying tests designed to assure
.urn technical and professional qualifications were
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ossessed by the officer before advancing him to the next higher
-ank.
Similar qualifying tests were also used in the navy in 1949
nd 1950. The test used in 1949 was limited in scope. This
.est examined the officer in executive management and adminis-
rative subject areas. The test in 1950 was a three-day exami-
lation which included the foregoing area covered in 1949; and,
.dditionally, technical and professional subject areas. These
ests were discontinued after 1950. For a period of time after
950, promotion was based upon selection of the officer upon
is fitness report record and his basic professional and
echnical qualifications established either through duties per-
ormed, courses of education received at the various service
chools and colleges, or by his studies through correspondence
:ourses.
By the end of the decade, the navy shifted to selection by
itness report record. The fitness report record is supple-
mented for selection purposes by a record of duties and studies
hich the officer under consideration has performed.
The navy has not used the various personality and interest
ests within its appraisal and selection program. The fitness
'eport form currently in use, however, measures several personal
raits and characteristics--by the reporting senior rather than
•y the individual himself as is the case in the personality and
nterest survey type tests.
From the foregoing discussion it is seen that general in-
telligence rests, general and specific aptitude tests, and
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are being used in the navy's officer appr.
jion system. It is t : that the tests are us<
. connection with other measurement and evaluation means.
.rs to meet the criteria of an effective system--!
.e and applicable techniques in combination to
de an effective selection program. An exception might be
aso of such tests as the aptitude and achievement tests ul
ri se ion for entrance into technical training pre is such
2 Aviation Electronics Officer's Course. Such test
:, have been in use for a considerable period of time
have been determined to possess a high degree of validity
id reliability--such validity and reliability having been
id by correlation of the success or failure of candi-
. with tests results.
•'-
•visory Appraisal and Interview- -The interview as a
[lection technique is used only indirectly in the appraisal
-•ion system for selection of naval officers for
n. It is used in a more direct nammer for selection
:es for corrmissioning in the officer corps and for
on into the various programs available to the enlisted
-1 which lead to a commission.
Bureau of Naval Personnel Instruction 1611.12 which details
ss for preparation and submission of the f itne
port on each officer in the navy provides the basis for an
interview program of appraisal. The instruction states
at: i:It is expected that reporting seniors will exert positive
lership by discussing weaknesses when detected rather than
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until the occa, arises
a the instruction specifics that if an officer's p
as "declining" the circumstances must have been dis-
I with the officer reported on and the discussion refiec
- _jion of the fitness report (Section 21).
Thus, v.- *re is no formal requirement th n in-
be conducted coincident with the preparation and
periodic evaluation forms on each officer in th
/y, the ructions governing the program provide the basic
elusion of such a program--it requires an intervi
:r certain circumstances as the foregoing shows.
In contrast to the fitness report program, the interview
jtly a part of the appraisal and selection process
:ing candidates for the various programs leading to
- in the officer corps. In these programs, an intervi
i- .red as a part of the selection process. The results of
the interview become a part of the candidate's application.
in, h r, this is a specialized use of the intervi-.: ....
not a . Lie appraisal interview of each officer.
of the interview in the naval officer apprais
..lection program appears to be properly placed into the
i and scope of the selection prog:. rould
ar to preclude from the standpoint of practicality a
Ireq or lal periodic interview of ail officers. Tin
it a; rs from the practical and utility standpoint that t
14
-~':.j.?Z..S INSTRUCTION 1611.12, op. cit ., p. 17
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tavy's . .nco upon the w_ :rviscry appr:
report--as its prinu ppraisal and selection
id conc^-ot.
irt :._" this chapter traced the development of
report form. As was shown the for:::
'--such changes have made in an attempt to provi
more objective and valid m cement. The present system .
two forms. The form which is used for the appraisal of
xrs contains only narrative evaluations in the follow-
areas: (1) Professional Performance, (2) Personal Qualiti
3) Promotional Potential, and (4) Future Assignment. As will
.called i : rlier discussion, promotion to flag rank will
.ed by those selected after completion of about 27 years
srvice. Each officer being considered for selection
:o flag rank will have had his performance recorded over i
.ve period of time in the report which is used to r<
ill officers below flag rank. Thus, a significant record of
I trait and performance factors will have been rated
>n each of these officers during this period of time. The .. ts
the n :ive flag officers fitness report, supplemented by
-ted record, is considered suitable and adequ._ or
-tion duty assignment purposes.
j, officer's fitness report is used in the periodic
raisal of the 250 flag officers. NAVPERS Form 310W, in
k?pe C is used to record periodic appraisal of the remain!
5,150 naval officers on active duty. Fitness reports are sub-
- lly on each officer serving in the ranks of Lieutenant
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.1. Semiannual reports are uired on oi
to Lieutenant. :ts ar
id fro id duty .
report! .< detached, and u =ial
ice. . it for sion of report
ditions provides each officer with an .1
LI contain appraisal reports from se
ors, as wall as several reports from a given re-
dor. The multiplicity feature of the fitness . rt
-luable feature. The system allows "personalitie
, senior or "personality conflicts" \ a
nior and an i .. officer to be "balanced" ov
..
2 current 1 :S Form 310:/ contains 23 sections. ill
om an examination of the form, several of thes
contain personal data on the officer, duties perf d,
zho c id curing the reporting period, tl
: the report;, and various identifying data, etc.





17. Closeness of the observation.
Leadership.
21. Comments, including minor weaknesses, adverse con ts,
whether the officer has seen the report, and the trend
of officers performance.

- Scaie -- T/Jorc
. in f :ions of th
j ions in columns which allows
riate "box". A £i\ int n .
d to assign marks i ctions 14, 15, and 16.
our ;e ratings in section 14 (Duty Assignment) ;
ler divided into upper and lower graded sections. Section
(L lxp; is provided with a seven word scale. The wc
aich are used tend to fore - _ recorded
i toward the higher ratings--few rating- fall in the
ace id marginal" boxes--that this discrimir. \ has
in the navy is illustrated by the following com.
Zh: : of Naval Personnel in a memorandum to all
52:
i the form has been in use only a short
:ing seniors use the one-in-one-hundred
:ing block even though such marks. . .fitness reports
objectively propared in a just and equit
inner... over zsc . at the average officer le
cope for the brill .-5
it the same probl still exists is indicated by the
-he present Chief of Naval Personnel in his
porting seniors in October 1964.
aread of figures in 15(b) gives an indication of
your s't< a.ads--easy, tough or objective. This
possibly the most important section of the report. 16
. randum to Ail Officers, Op. Cit . , p.l.
J
ri0The Officer Personnel Newsletter, 0-o .Cit., p. 2, Section
. forced rating scale which is designed to force a






it appears t : the uj
:-iptions cc with a li is to discri
• to 7 .) is not providing t .d SJ
.
aval I
. . Leant faceer in - sction is the "of - : ; o
in bi. 3d to him* 1 . Section 14 of tl
.
-
.. rovides for an c tion of the officers per-
following assignments: (a) Present Assi. z^
id Sea hip, (c) Airmanship, (d) Collat
As a Watch Officer, (f) Technical Specialty,
g) -. ind Potential or Ability, and (h) Administrative and
ana
- Lt Ability. A brief description of each of the rate
,iven in the B l of elaval Personnel Instruction
the preparation of the fitness report. Sec
(1 rship), in contrast to section 14, has each trait de-
:he report itself. This latter feature should provide
y used form, and at the sai^a time assure that prcp-r
f - are readily available to the officer pre-
.nistrative an
-ty !i is defined in th :ion to include •
e in the utilization of men, money « -Is,
id tl on of improved management techniques and
efforts in reducing pape :k" »*' If tl
.
,
the report fails to review the instruction
mi^ht net be considered.
STION 1611.12, op.c:lt . fl p. 14

:he report
id 1 -n requir
-3 !l of all officers considered. Thi
j to provide a discri
: quote f of j
s that it is . c , . effective as it could t
:tion 16 >ility) ..ation c
;tional, staff or administrative,
-y. This section provides an evaluation of th
and technical co snee, and the
. ;y 01 to the duties Listed,
n 20 (Leadership) includes an evaluation of th
id cl ... ties: (1) Professional Knowled
) . . Courage, (3) I Lty, (4) Force, (5) Initiative,
y, (7) Imagination, (8) Judgment, (9) -iity,
0) C\:
;
(II) Personal Behavior, (12) Military
) Self-exj ion, Oral, and (14) Self-expression,
The traits measured in section of the report
ovide ns to inf< r the c r 5 s suitability for various
For )le, self-expression, both written and
...lis required of staff officers. Thus,
Ions in these areas should give a
of the officer 51 s suitability for assi^ it to joi
..tructions and the report form indicate, as has been
/ the background information in this pap-.:.-, that t
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rthy of mor - :ct ev i'.
ort record enters into each and every
Jion involv: :iccr ; Lection and .it.
,:-rs for promotion jo the next hi
Jor cc. t /ice coll id-
ice, :al other .1 purpos
by .on. Selection t ted
r tl i of s
-ins officers for promotion are the
st fo3 and ar^ ned by the most rigid regulations end
:rds conven r the o : purposes ci
sral utilize the s jeeords ac promoti<
is for :heir dee .tior.c.
action board is composed of . .j
jed by the Secretary of the Navy.
re ior to the officers
::d the board i srship is composed of of: i
.Ity back;
.y in proportion to those t
r promotion. . :retary of the Navy and
srsonn ike certain re, sndations .
s for selection criteria to be
.
. x .- jess. The board may, however, proceed in
:r it 3--to completely disregard the guidali:.
:s unlikely, however.

c\: th - town in figure 14, 1 68.
./ comparison of tl port form i nd f:
::cj of > fitness report a:
:o the "C cord".
', a total weighted score is ...
of the Offi
.dilation c is prepared
itness Report Section o: .1
srsonnel. T. jive -. :s of the rated variable
ant..
_e fit r in pub
ss report form used in the U.S. Mar: . .
Lute
.
.: to the report used in the U.S. Nav;
pficc . Jcrps also uses a . ry of
rd for tion purp ss. This sun
j". A copy of the master : sheet
S pre 3 figure 15, .69. TL cute obss . will
ate ; is c - for prei :ion by electronic
ns.
_
. rd also contains i
an each officer obtained from sources other
... art record. For example, education,
tee courses completed, and special quali-
d from the fi report record; and,
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/'s form, The U.S. Army
./ - for ct on the




oS. . an o:
lescri
...I quirii al
.eh officer began early ..is
.'. rati. first e
I.
^port . is a
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520s. It rovid< d the .
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.5. Ar.uy . 3 proc
.Ay's report form, : re 12,
- 2 ill r /eal marked
rm. Also . nif leant differ
Lson of I :t form is divided into
/eral of those parts contain information
rt 11 of m contains almost
:ion--personal data on the of . ities
L _se, part IV cor. .tion
1 tr.
*r, signifi
j ion. It will be h sly not
for marking by a "rater" and an "indc. •--
-so it for . >roval or .fication by a revL
7 Officer Efficiency rting Systei
£ of t tilet 355-25, Washington, D.C.:









: in 1 < :eau c
zo :
jxecutr
uo them on t r-
.
. comn
rt on - - - : all
.all i : be i
1. -
or di. 2 in the two - is in t
•c . d. rmy's form provides in t
rive weig . to sec-- the various
-3 the
-all sec- d Co the -
rm, fi 12 j appendix G V,
>rt). , and scori
the constitu' . or di -ice between -
.sal* The navy for:..
..cation of relative weights accorded to the
hich i id, nor is this information .
.. of Naval Pc -el Instructions. Ra
isc >crecy--those de:
CTION 1611.12, op, cit ., p. 9
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oncept claim it makes for a more objective evaluation.-^ It
Duld appear, however, that if a reporting senior is not fully
ware of the proper weight of the various variables, then his
valuation of the weights will be as he views them--certainly
ariable standards must prevail under such a concept.
The grading scale used by the army in its Off_cer Efficiency
aport allows for a finer discrimination in the assignment of
Dtna ratings. Section VI, for example, allows for a wide range
i numerical grading. The rating of variables is separated into
Lstinct categories. The various categories are accorded
Lfferent "weights". Significant distinctions are explained
7 the following quote:
The 6 adjectival ratings in the left-hand column of
part VI are defined for efficiency reporting use in
AR 623-105. These adjectives are not exactly matched.
with those used in the corresponding steps of part IV.
The intentional variance emphasizes the distinction
between the subjective evaluations of personal qualities
contained in part IV and the objective assessment of
demonstrated performance that is the major element of
part VI.
The division of part VI into the two sections headed
(1) Overall Demonstrated Performance and (2) Estimated
Potential is significant. It is a reminder that the
main purpose of the report is to evlauate demonstrated
performance during the rated period. This is emphasized
by the relatively higher scoring weight given to the
ratings under demonstrated performance, compared to the
ratings under estimated potential. 4-
o
-The philosophy expressed in this section was obtained from
lterviex^s with civilian and military personnel in the Bureau
Naval Personnel who were concerned with using the fitness
jports for administrative action or in various phases of
Iministration and selection and detailing process of naval
ficers, October, 1964.
^Department of the Army Pamphelt 355-25, op. cit . , p. 10.
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The navy's appraisal form combines demonst
and estimated potential into one rated factor. For ..
the instructions which outline the procedures for prepars
of the navy's fitness report states that : "The mark
Administrative and Management Ability should not only c:
observed performance in this area but also should take into
account the reporting senior's estimation of the officer's po-
tential for further development in this area."-* A single mark
to evaluate two distinct areas such as the foregoing c.0^3 not
appear to provide a valid measure of either variable, nor
it appear that a composite grade would provide a valid measure
of the two variables.
5BUPSRS INSTRUCTION 1611.12, 0. cit ., p. 14.

c: . v
SURVEY OF OPINIONS C 3 NAVAL OFFICER
FITNESS REPORT AND SELECTION SYSI
-idell and Greenberg, in discussing selection of supervisors
n the U.S. Civil Service, proposed three general criterion
o test the effectiveness of any supervisory selection pre
nder each criteria, they Listed several questions—they assert
hat a favorable answer to all of the questions must be the goal
an effective program. An examination of the criteria which
hey propose indicates that the criteria are quite applicable
o the navy's officer appraisal and selection program and th<
he answer to several of the questions can only be obtained by
oliciting a value judgment from those affected by the system--
group of naval officers. This chapter contains the results
£ a survey of opinion on the effectiveness of the naval officer
itness report and selection system. The survey was conduct.
y providing a questionaire to a sample group of naval officers
11 active duty. The replies obtained from them are tabulated
-i this chapter and are designed to provide an answer to the
Dllowing applicable question posed by Mandell and Greenberg:
2 first criterion is, of course, the quality of tho
selected. Are the best in the area of competition comii
out on top? What is the quality of those selected? Then
come the administrative criteria. Is management accepting
the program? Are there unreasonable delays? Are the
program costs less than the values received? Are the be
employees competing? Is the program providing an in-
centive to ambitious employees to do a better job?

Finally and equally important human relatio
criteria. Do the emplc f :hat Che plan gi
them a fair chance of :ting Do they 11 le
supervisors produced by the pi i
The respondents c :e various variables
n a to 4 .. scale and to fill in answeres to
uestions. The zero rating implied no value, the remain!
to 4 rating was used to reduce the results of the surve
o a per cent rating. This concersion was considered to pro-
'ide a more easily used measure.
The conversion of the results was performed as illustrated
\y the following example:
Weighted




















Finally, then: X = 7^%; or racing of 75% Effectiveness.
Analysis of the Survey - -The following is a tabulation
md analysis of the results of the "Survey of Opinions on
:he Naval Officers Fitness Report and Selection System";
Respondents, personal data:
LT through GAPT, 7 to 22 years of commissioned service.
U.S. Navy, line and staff corps officers.
'. Fitness report writing experience of respondents:
Dept. Hd.--67, X0--13, Reporting Senior--20, None—
7
>. The rated effectiveness of any formal training received
by the respondents to assist them in writing fitness reports:
17.6
^-Mandell and Greenberg, op. cit . , p. 45.

The majority of the of Ived no fo
training in apprai ruction in writing
fitness reports. c by them to be a
major weakness of the m.
Informal t consisted iing SUPERS INSTRUCTION
1611.12 and briefing by reporti seniors.
4. Could \. fective officer corps without the use
of a fitness report system?--!,
Would the- army system of .: i supervisor ratings
provide:
a. a more objective and fair
-_on: 28 Yes., 72 No
b. do you recommend such a system for
the navy: 36 Yes, 64 No
6. Has any reporting senior shown you
your sport: 64 Yes, 36 No
If yes, your reactions: Adverse--0
Mot:", to _nprove--56._ o :cion— 22, Pleased--22
7. Shoui : 3 fitness report b : m to the
officer reported on:
Optional 50, Yes 28, No 22
8. Factors considered important in selecting officers for
assignment to billets foreign duty (allied staffs),
Joint Staffs, and Command:
Professional knowledge 78 n skills 21
ant skills 36 tivation 21
Judgment 35 Leadership 20
Personal traits 35 Initiative 15
Performance 30 Character 14
Language Abilities 28 Tact 14




The following factors .rh a frequency of
10% or less:
Integrity Force
Reliability Z ty Loyalty
Imagination Cooperation Combat potential




Human Skills . ,chnical Skills
Responsibility Adaptability
2. The effectiveness of the fitness report for uses:
a. Promotion selection. 90
b. Duty assignments 65
c. School selection..... .75
d. Command selection. 90
e. Motivation, better erformance. . . • • .75
3. The I., ortance of the following factors:
a. I nal traits. .................. .58
b. . relation skills......... 76
c. Technical qualifications. .......... 69





g. Physical endurance and health
h. Staff abilities. ..............








4. The validity of the fitness report system as a tool for
selection uses for promotion of officers:
85
5. The importance of the following sections of the fitness
report for selection uses:
a. Section 14, Performance of duties.... 97
b. Section 20, LeadershipCtraits 80
c. Section 21, Comments .....80
6. The effectiveness of using:
a. the same form for all officers 71
b. separate forms for line, staff,
specialty officers. 34
c. separate forms by rank, one for
CAPT and below, one for flag 71
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7. For selection board use,
. officer
record summary, the factor i ighted" and scores
calculated:
a. would knowing the • it : value to
reporting seniors 57
b. of value to the officer reported on '-
c. BUI should use electronic data
processing to prepare such : *ds £3
3. The effectiveness of
.UCTION
1611.12 as an aid to report preparation 56
9. The effectiveness of the fore iting
scale in section 15 as getting
a "spread" in the ratings. 80
0. The adequacy of information g( 1 ly
available to officers on the r c in which
fitness reports are used for the various
ma; ent and selection uses 36 '
1. How well do you believ f: ;:ss report
system provides you a fair chance c
.head 80
2. n the system selects those best
qualified for promotion 83
"ions --An examination of the results of the survey
mdicates several observations which provide "value judgments"
s to the effectiveness of the navy's officer appraisal and
election system as perceived by those most affected by the
/stem, the naval officers. The significant observations to
2 made from the responses of the officers are as follows:
a. 100% of the respondents considered a systematic appraisal
id selection system necessary in order to have an effective
fficer corps.
b. The system is considered highly effective in selecting
fficers for promotion and command selection (90%), and some-
lat less effective in selection of officers for duty assignments
35%) and school assignments (76%).

c. The system is c d zective for providing
:he individual with a fair 3 itting ahead.
d. The most important r :or is considered to be
performance of duties"--th effectiveness of the system to
neasure this factor was rated highly effective, 97%.
e. A serious deficiency is cc .red to exist in two
areas. Naval officers generally lack (a; adequate knowledge
and understanding of the elements and criteria of measurement
jsed in the system, and (b) lack formal education in appraisal
and selection theory and procedure::.
f. 88% of the officers considered electronic data
processing could be effectively employed to improve officer
appraisal and selection.
g. The factors which are rated on the current fitness
report correlates highly with those considered important
for selection uses by the respondents.
h. Human relation skills (76%) are considered significantly
more important than personal traits (58%).

J...
JSS OF TH^ APPRAISi D SELECTION SYSTEM
su iy ane go::c_usions
Ger.v:- -I - -This paper h. officer appraisal and
selection system as it developed and as it currently is used
Ln the U.S. :\Tavy. 1 and selection system is used
;o select; naval officers for promotion and assignment to various
iuticc and special purposes sue. as command, post-graduate and
service college education, continuation on active duty, and
: -on of Reserve Off.. - -.to the Regular Navy.
rhe -nomination has revealed si nificant changes which
lave occured since the inception of the first recorded appraisal
)f naval officers in zhe navy. Significant environmental changes
lave taken place --a great advance in technology, a change from
i "national" to an "international" navy, the country has de-
veloped to a high level of economic ; nd intellectual capability,
md a tremendous increase in the body of knowledge relating to
n behavior and appraisal techniques.
The foregoing changes have exerted a significant impact
lpon the navy--the basic duties and functions required of the
lavy officer have magnified. Initially, the naval officer's
job was rather simple--he was concerned with manning and
lighting sailing ships equipped with relatively simple weapons




:omprising some 670,000 personnel--spending approximately $15
million dollars annually. The nav :;.cer's duties include
performance in billets requiring a h_ gree of technical,
judgmental, management, and human relations competence. Officers
nust perform effectively in U, avy billets, and also in joint
and combined staf f s—staf f s where the officer is required to
leal effectively with members of the other branches of the U.S.
Department of Defense and with r. :s of foreign armed services.
Five questions were pr
_ . chapter I which appeared
germane to an analysis of the effectiveness of the navy's
officer appraisal and selection system. A summary of the
answers to the five questions would Therefore appear the most
appropriate means for concluding the analysis of the system.
(1) Is there a need for an a~ .1 system ?
\ systematic appraisal and selection system is considered
necessary in order to have an effective officer corps--the nature
3f the duties required of the naval c ir appears to demand it.
[he magnitude of the personnel selection program would indicate
Chat a formal selection program would be required to select those
>est qualified for assignment to duties of increasing responsi-
sility. This position appears to be supported by the respondents
:o the survey--100 per cent replied that a formal appraisal and
Jelection system was considered necessary to have an effective
officer corps.
(2) What are the criteria for an effective system ?
)ne might easily decide that an appraisal system is necessary--
>ne can not as easily decide if the one in use is most effective.
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he effectiveness can only be c« d by "value judgments",
nis writer has attempted to make his value judgments as objective
s is possible by examining system, in toto, against the
lements and criteria considered mos: Jul for measuring
ffectiveness. le various elements of an effective appraisal
nd selection system appeared to b. d in proper balance in
he navy's officer appraisal and _on system. While each
f the various elements s, in toto, would appear
o provide a balanced system, ; eak >sess appear apparent in
arious segments of the pre Chese .r^-knessess will be
utlined under the last question to be considered in this chapter.
(3) What are the .irposes that the system must serve ?
he syz. vast be able to measure and record those factors
rom which may be judged the excellence of individual officer
erforma--.ee. Accordingly those officers may then be identified
ho are "best qualified" for: (I) entrance into the officer
., (2) assignment to duties, (3) promotion, (4) special
ducation and training, such as post-graduate and service college
ducat ion; or in simple terms, "the leaders of tomorrow".
(4) What is the scope of the appraisal problem ?
be scope of the appraisal and selection problem in today's navy
s of fantastic magnitude. As will be recalled only 4,376 officers
ere in the navy at the beginning of World War i--today it is
ecessary to select between 15,000 and 18,000 officers for pro-
otion each year, and screen some 14,000 to 17,000 records to
elect officers for post-graduate and service college educatic
tiis illustrates, naturally, only a part of the selection problem.

7he sheer magnitude of the
.: practical restraints
pon the procedur 3,




what changes are r::.-;.;,r..
:here is an old adage--"One cannot . with success". The
foregoing cliche might be u; >ument in defense of an
ffirmative answer to the question : consideration--such
irgument would, however, serve eo substantiate the point of
/iew that "we should maintain the ..: quo because the navy
Is doing a good job and we are selecting officers for the various
purposes jrated ear. Thus, it is contended that it
should be conceded at this point that a creditable appraisal
and selection job is being dc. question is therefore:
'What changes can be considered which will improve the effective-
less of the system?"
The problem of selecting candidates for entrance into the
)fficer corps appears to meet the essential criteria outlined
Ln earlier chapters. The method of selecting entrants, as will
>e recalled, is based upon three basic elements: (1) minimum
Qualifications, (2) written intelligence and aptitude tests,
md (3) mcral and conduct standards of the individual.
The selection of officers for the other major administrative
>urposes is determined by an evaluation of the officer's complete
•ecord. The primary instrument used in his selection is his
ritness report record. The officers responding to the ODinion
;urvey indicated that they considered the system to be effective,
'his thesis, while generally supporting the same point of view,

^.as indie in we - system. The final
section o Pter will provi ry of the u
nessess of t 'stem.
ss--The weak sss . in the navy's officer
appraisal and selection system will be discussed under three
topics: (1) Practicality, (2) :ing, and (3) Objectivity
nd Improved Reports.
(1) Practicality. .. volu f fitness reports which
must be summarized and considered by selection boards indicates
a need to emoloy electronic data processing equipment in the
officer : _sal and selection pr ;. The Officer Summary
Record car. be easily, quickly, accurately, and efficiently
prepared by electronic data sroces means.
The use of electronic data processing equipment in the
sel :i .recess would improve th etem--it would aliew the
.ection board members sufficient time:
a. to better determine the desired criteria of measure-
it for selection, and
b. for careful study and deliberation of those cases
which fall into the "zone of closeness".
It appears that the major portion of all officer selections
can be fairly and accurately performed by electronic data
processing means. A correlation of the actual selections to
the grade of Lieutenant and Lieutenant Commander for this past
fiscal year (table 4, page 25) with selection by electronic
data processing means might prove enlightening and very

brthwhile.
O) Tests. use :. nnel appraisal ;
election processes is relatively new. Knowledge in the fie
f testing has been growin c a rapid pace. The increased
se of testing by the navy in irs for selection and
ppraisal purposes has b ointed out in this paper. It is
ionsidered, however, that a more deliberate program of testing
:ould be undertaken. A deliberate study program of testing
:ouid result in an improved office raisal and selection
ystem. j recently announced use of the Department of Defense
)fficer Record -camination provides one example of the use of
:ests for administrative purposes--but the stated purpose is
entirely too limited in scope and vision. It appears obvious
:hat the use of general intelligence and aptitude tests should
)e correlated for every conceivable useful appraisal and
selection use. Tests results should be correlated with each
.idual's success or failure in specific programs such as
: light training, post-graduate education, performance in
specialities, fitness reports , and promotion.
rest results could provide a means to determine the
ralidity of the selection system. Correlation of tests results
rith the results of the selection system might assist materially
.n detecting and correcting weaknesses s in the appraisal and
'election system.
(3) Objectivity and Improved Reports . It is evident by
he discussion in this paper that it is difficult to obtain
bjective fitness reports which provide an adequate
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"discrimination of measur '. d and more objective
reports for use in naval offic r
« ppraisal and selection might
be obtained by use of the foil >wi
a. An improved rat:_ ale -'.iLch would allow for a
more finite grading; such .
. used in the Army's
officer efficiency report, section VI,
b. Defining the meani :ed variable in the
fitness report for the officer's evaluation.
c. Separate evaluation secti for measuring past
performance in specific duty assign :s and estimation for
future potential.
d. A more direct evaluation of Human Relation Skills.
The manner in which the officer utilizes one of the most
important resources, men, is not adequatley evaluated.
e. Clearly defining the weight accorded to each rated
variable in order that reporting seniors could make evaluations
on a standard basis.
f. Assuring that each officer is provided formal education
in appraisal theory and a t ugh knowledge of the "workings"
of the officer appraisal and selection system.
Cone lus ion - -Thi s thesis was directed to the following
question:
Does the officer personnel appraisal system employed
in the U.S. Navy provide an effective means of evalu-
ating and selecting those officers best qualified to
fill billets encompassing duties which require manage-
ment of men, money and materials in both a national




It i :luded th n is doing a creditab".
ob of evaluc ting and sel. :1 iicers best qualified
o perform the functions enum bove. This conclusion
oes nor imply that the system is perfect. Weaknesses s exist
he navy is dynamic. If the navy is to remain dynamic > the
ppraisal selection system must remain dynamic. Th
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Fig. 5.—Form B, 1891
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OFFICER FITNESS REPORT-U.S. MARINE CORPS
NAVMC 10147-PD (REV. 6-63)
(SUPERSEDES 2-57 AND 4-61 EDITIONS WHICH Will BE USED)
SECTION A
EMBOSSED PLATE IMPRESSION (Name, Grade, Service No., MOS's) EMBOSSED PLATE IMPRESSION (Organization )
•
•








*3. PRIMARY MOS ADDITIONAL MOS's
I. OCCASION FOR THIS REPORT (Check appropriate box)
I
—
| DETACHMENT OF OFFICER REPORTED ON i—
i




REPORT OTHER (Explain below)
5. PERIOD COVERED: FROM (Day, month, year) TO (Day, month, rear) MONTHS
6 PERIODS OF NONAVAILABILITY (30 DAYS OR MORE) (Explain)
7. DUTY ASSIGNMENTS DURING PERIOD COVERED: A. REGULAR (Dates, descriptive title, and duty MOS)
ADDITIONAL (Descriptive title and number oj nmrilhs) MARKSMANSHIP QUALIFICATIONS
(Lieutenants and Captains)
8. WIFE'S ADDRESS
9. AGE, RELATIONSHIP OF DEPENDENTS REQUIRING TRANSPORTATION
10 OFFICER S PREFERENCE FOR NEXT ASSIGNMENT (1st choice)
(2nd choice) (3d choice
)
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON
SECTION B (To be completed b\ repoilwe senior)
1 1. NAME AND GRADE OF RETORTING SENIOR
US
1 2. DUTY ASSIGNMENT
.,
1 3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OFFICER'S NEXT DUTY ASSIGNMENT
14. DURING THE PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT—
(a) Has the work of this officer been reported on in a
commendatory way?
YES NO
(b) Has the work of this officer been reported adversely? I I I I




that should be included on his record? I—I I I
If YES in (a), (b), or (c ), and a report has NOT been sub-
mitted to the CMC , attach separate statement of nature and at-
tendant circumstances. If a report has been submitted to the
CMC, reference such report below:
15. A. ENTRIES ON THIS REPORT ARE BASED ON (.Check appropriate box)
DAILY CONTACT AND CLOSE OBSERVATION
OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK
INFREQUENT OBSERVATIONSFREQUENT OBSERVATIONS ,
—
,
OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK | | OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK
15. B. TO BE COMPLETED ON ORGANIZED RESERVE OFFICERS
_OF. SCHEDULED DRILLS
' ; r :
* If embossed plate impression is us«d, do nol compleie. Items 1 , 2, jqnd 3. <««#-» *'«%.« ~
Fig. I3.--NAVMC 10147, 1963
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1 1 i '
SECTION C tin be completed in pen and ink by reporting senior
)
•
Considering the officer reported on in comparison with all other officers of the same grade whose profes-
sional abilities are known to you personally, indicate your estimate of this officer by marking "X" in the
appropriate spaces below.



























































(l 1 ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES,
(d) HANDLING OFFICERS
(e) HANDLING ENLISTED PERSONNEL
,'/. TRAINING PERSONNEL
(g 1 TACTICAL HANDLING OF TROOPS (Unit appiopriate to officer's guide )
1 7. TO WHAT DEGREE HAS HE EXHIBITED THE FOLLOWING?
( a I ENDURANCE { Physical and mental ability for carrying on under fatiguing conditions )
(b) PERSONAL APPEARANCE (1 he hail of habitually appealing neat, smart, and it ell-groomed in uniform or civilian attire)
(c ) MILITARY PRESENCE (7 he quality of maintaining appropriate dignity and soldier!) bearing
(d) ATTENTION TO DUTY (Industry; the trait of working thoroughly and conscientiously
)
(e) COOPERATION {The faculty of working in harmony with others, military and civilian)
(J) INITIATIVE (The trail of taking necessary or appropriate action on own responsibility J
( g) JUDGMENT ( The ability to think clearly and arrive at logical conclusions
)
(h ) PRESENCE OF MIND (The ahilit) to think and act promptly and effective!) tn an unexpeiled emeigenci or under great Strain
Jfi) FORCE { 7 he family of carrying out with energy and resolution that which is believed to be reasonable, right or duty)
LEADERSHIP (The capacity to direct, control, and influence others and still maintain high morale)
t k ) LOYALTY ( 7 he quality oj rendering faithful and willing sen ice, and unswerving allegiance under any and all circumstances)
(I) PERSONAL RELATIONS ( Faculty for establishing and maintaining cordial relations with military and civilian associi
(m) ECONOMY IN MANAGEMENT (Effective utilization of men, money and mater .
18. Considering the possible requirements of service in war, indicate your attitude toward having this officer under your command.










I I M0T OBSERVED I I TO HAVE? I I TO HAVE? I I TO HAVE? I I DESIRE TO HAVE?
19. (a) Indicate your estimate of this officer's "General Value to the Service'" by marking "X" in the appropriate box:
NOT OBSERVED UNSATISFACTORY BELOW AVERAGE AVERAGE ABOVE AVERAGE EXCELLENT
[j] D [|] D [^ D Ep
OUTSTANDING
'(b) Show distribution of all Item 19. (a) markings' awarded officers of his.grade for this reporting occasion:
I I I ! I I I I I I I I L I J L
SECTION D (To be completed by reporting senioi in pen and ink. I Record m this space a concise appraisal oj the professional character ofthe officer reported on.
(This space must not be left blank.)
SECTION E (To be completed by the reporting senior)
I CERTIFY that to the best of -my. knowledge and belief all
entries made hereon are true and without prejudice or partiality.
(Signature of reporting senior) (Date)
SECTION F (To be completed when required)
(Check One)
I have seen thisxompleted report, fj
(^m „ntmm T„ Mm
HAVE ATTACHED A STATEMENT
(Signature of officer reported on) (Dale)
SECTION G (To be completed by reviewing officer)
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